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Today we’ll be looking at…  

1. The FT’s journey to a million paid-for subscribers 

2. Shifting Gears: digital transformation  

3. Readership & engagement 

4. What comes next  



131 Years Young 



1888                                                                                                        
The Financial Times makes its debut (30k circulation) 

1995 
FT.com is launched 

2002 
 FT introduces digital subscriptions, paywall is launched 

2007 
> FT introduces metered model 

> Launch of B2B  

2008 
 FT launches 
corporate licenses, 
strengthening 
direct relationship 
with B2B audience 

2012 
 Digital subs exceed global print circulation  

2013  
> The print FT newspaper became profitable on its own before 
advertising 
> FT celebrates 125th anniversary 
> Digital content revenues exceeded print content revenues for 
the first time 

2014 
 Content revenues exceeded advertising revenues for the first time 

2015 
> FT updates metered model to paid trials 
> FT.com celebrates 20 years 
> FT bought by Nikkei 

2016 
Digital and service revenues overtake print 

2018 
FT celebrates 130th anniversary 

2019 FT celebrates one million 
paid-for readers 

The Journey to a Million 



1989 

●  290K circulation, mostly UK 
●  70% revenue from advertising 

●  1m paying readers 

●  2/3 outside UK 

2019 

●  80% digital 

●  65% revenue from content 



FT Transformed 



Getting to a million… 

Prioritizing Engagement 

Understanding Audiences 

#ContentGoals  



Engagement  

The goal of quality journalism is to engage our readers; page 
views alone have very little to do with engagement. 

Tracking and measuring engagement is a first step towards a 
richer understanding of how our readers consume their 

content and what value they get from it. By understanding 
how our readers engage with the FT, we can better serve, grow 

and enrich our audience. 

So how do we do this?  



(Some) Engagement Metrics  
Quality Read 
It’s an estimate of whether 
someone read at least half 
of an article (based on 
article word length, average 
reading speed, and time 
spent on the article). It is 
expressed as a percentage 
of all readers who clicked 
through to the story, who 
didn’t hit the paywall, and 
then read at least half of it. 

Recency  Frequency Volume 

How recently 
did a user visit 

our site? 

How 
frequently did 

a user visit 
our site? 

How many 
pieces of 

counted content 
did they read? 

F x sqrt (V) 

(R+1) 

RFV 
Is how we score engagement for 
registered users and subscribers over a 
period of 90 days. A reader’s RFV score 
places them in one of seven cohorts ranging 
from highly engaged to disengaged. This 
score allows audience engagement and 
marketing teams to tailor programmes based 
on audience need.  

LTV 
Lifetime Value is a cash amount that we predict 
we’ll earn  throughout the lifetime of a B2C 
subscriber, or in B2B, the lifetime of a contract.  

SUBSCRIPTI
ON 

INITIAL 
$1 

RENEW 
$10 

RENEW 
$12 

LIFETIME VALUE $23 

CHURN 



Growing Readership 

Journeys > Campaigns  

We monitor engagement throughout the audience journey – including the path to conversion, 
tracking audience metrics, and extending attribution beyond campaign periods.  

This allows us to test freely, learn quickly and build audiences steadily.  

*Subscriber Focus* 

•  A firm understanding of reader habits, perceptions and motivation  - globally, regionally, and 
at a market level 

•   The importance of B2B value proposition for each sector and organization 
•   Everyone from board-level down has the chance to speak to readers on the phone or at panels 

held across major FT offices and customer care work across the businesses to ensure 
qualitative feedback gets to the right people 

•   Get beyond our silos and history – understanding addressable and future audiences and 
making sure ‘targeting’ doesn’t become bias 



APAC Readership  

Long consideration phase…  
  BUT Readers are loyal and LTV+  

Diverse region and large audience pools…  
  BUT this presents pricing and language barriers  

Fragmented paid media landscape…  
  BUT efficient media performance 

Can be considered a secondary read…  
  BUT competition is complementary – readers know what they want to 

read, and why! 



Business is not a bystander in times of disruption and upheaval 



 Economic Stress & Strain 



Hong Kong Headlines 



The New Agenda 

The FT has always promoted competitive markets, free 
trade and liberal democracy. 

Today, all three are embattled. 

We are uniquely placed to defend their merits while 
challenging business to be better: creating shared value 

for people and planet as well as profit. 

We can empower our readers to lead the way. 





Thank you 

@Nashua852 


